ReUnion® S
Designed to be the ideal length stem

ReUnion S data driven length

Current short stem designs have presented higher rates of humeral stem complications such as bone resorption and radiolucencies. This may be due to over shortening, increased proximal bulk, and poor implant alignment.1,2

The ReUnion S stem is designed to be the ideal length stem, optimizing bone preservation, alignment, and stability.

1 Bone preservation
ReUnion S preserves more bone mass proximally and distally compared to competitive stems. By keeping the wedge shape proximal body, soft tissue management preference is that of the user, not limited by the stem design. Reduced stem length was determined through our SOMA analysis; identifying a humeral transition point and alignment length.3

2 Alignment
By extensively studying the cross-sectional geometry of the humeral canal with SOMA, a unique transition point was identified where the flare of the metaphysis tapers to the more regular, cylindrical shape in the diaphyseal region. With the transition point identified, our target alignment zone was identified to avoid varus/valgus placement of the stem.4

3 Stability
The enhanced medial sweep of the stem avoids distal engagement while the alignment focused length and incremental distal sizing options prevent canal migration. The S stem is designed to retain the alignment and stability benefits of a longer humeral stem prosthesis.

SOMA
The Stryker Orthopaedics Modeling and Analytics (SOMA) technology, is Stryker’s proprietary database of 3D CTA Scans and software. Prior to SOMA, implant design was more subjective, with limited cadaveric trials. Today, over 19,500 bones from all ethnicities are in the SOMA database, allowing for the design of a better fitting implant.

The three properity software tools of SOMA are:
• Bone database management tool: Provides ability to research gender, ethnicity, and/or patient age.
• Stryker Anatomy Analysis Tool: allows the ability to analyze shape variation of bones, and to capture geometrical measurements such as bone density.
• Stryker Implant Fitting Tool: allows for automatic analysis of how well the implant design fits within or on the bone.
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Trauma & Extremities

A surgeon must always rely on his or her own professional clinical judgment when deciding whether to use a particular product when treating a particular patient. Stryker does not dispense medical advice and recommends that surgeons be trained in the use of any particular product before using it in surgery. The information presented is intended to demonstrate the breadth of Stryker product offerings. A surgeon must always refer to the package insert, product label and/or instructions for use before using any Stryker product. Products may not be available in all markets because product availability is subject to the regulatory and/or medical practices in individual markets. Please contact your Stryker representative if you have questions about the availability of Stryker products in your area.
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